Attendance: Austin Carsh, Kennedy Hedges, Clint Mattox, Lana Klipfel, Matt Hochhaus, Sherman Bloomer and Nicole Real

Topics:

- FY18 and FY19 budget reductions
- Administrative bloat and reduction strategies long vs short

Discussion:

FY18 and FY19 budget reductions:

- Looking at functions by office
- Different strategies –
  - Maintain long-term investments (i.e. capital renewal, foundation)
  - Reduce long-term investments
- Preparation of docket to balance budget for next BOT meeting on May 30-31st.
- Budget reductions – revenues continue to grow but expenses have outpaced growth.

Administrative bloat and reduction strategies long vs short:

- Distribution of unclassified salary and pay expenses FY14 through FY18.
- Appropriate level of staffing.
- Appropriate distribution of unclassified compensation.
- Differing strategies (i.e. distribution of funds by percentage allocation within, freeze salaries, reduce number of employees).
- Needs of colleges based on capacity.
- Budget model stops at the college level; Funds are then managed within each college.
- Overall goal – increase enrollment to help close gap.
  - Most growth in Ecampus
- Capital renewal most pressing issue to retain faculty and recruit students.
- Value in creating a survey at the college level in order to gather more data from Deans.
  - Services and facilities
- Timeline on where we are and what to expect.

Ideas of upcoming meetings?

- SBAC – what changes should be made for next year
- Information – was the material provided this year helpful? Is there additional information that could have been more helpful?
- How do we recruit more recurring students? Would like 15-18 regular attending students
- Board budget information
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